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Abstract
There are compelling reasons to think that new physics will appear at or below the TeV-scale. It is
not known what form this new physics will take, however. Although The Large Hadron collider is very
likely to discover new particles associated with the TeV-scale, it may be difficult for it to determine the
nature of those particles, whether superpartners, Kaluza-Klein modes or other states. In this article,
we consider how direct and indirect dark matter detection experiments may provide information
complementary to hadron colliders, which can be used to discriminate between supersymmetry, models
with universal extra dimensions, and Little Higgs theories. We find that, in many scenarios, dark
matter experiments can be effectively used to distinguish between these possibilities.
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I. INTRODUCTION
As we eagerly await the coming operation of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), many in the
collider phenomenology community are actively scrutinizing what we will be able to learn from
such a machine. The TeV energy scale appears extremely likely to contain yet undiscovered
physics. The fact that the Higgs mass is quadratically sensitive to new physics suggests that, in
order to satisfy constraints from electroweak precision measurements, some kind of new physics
must provide a cutoff to these contributions near the TeV scale. The most studied of these
possibilities is that of low energy supersymmetry, in which the quadratic divergences from the
particles of the Standard Model are canceled by their superpartners, with masses below or not
far above 1 TeV.
Alternatively, so-called Little Higgs theories have been proposed to stabilize the Higgs mass
though collective symmetry breaking [1]. In these models, the only contributions to the Higgs
mass occur through diagrams involving multiple couplings in the theory, and thus are limited
to the 2-loop level and higher. Much like as in supersymmetry, Little Higgs models contain
new particles near the TeV scale. Although the precise particle content of Little Higgs theories
varies from model to model, they generically contain new gauge bosons, scalars and fermions,
each of which have masses near or below 1 TeV [2].
Another interesting class of new phenomena at the TeV scale is the appearance of Kaluza-
Klein modes, in particular within the context of models with Universal Extra Dimensions
(UED) [3]. In such models, all of the fields of the Standard Model are free to propagate in the
bulk of extra dimensional space, which is compactified to a radius of R ∼ TeV−1. Particles
traveling through the higher dimensionality of space appear to four dimensional observers as
heavy copies of Standard Model particles – Kaluza-Klein modes.
If any of these frameworks are manifest in nature, the LHC will be very likely to discover a
number of new particles, whether superpartners, Little Higgs partners, or Kaluza-Klein states.
Despite the ability of the LHC to detect such particles, however, it is not at all clear that it
will be able to determine enough about their detailed properties to distinguish between these
various theories. In particular, a critical confirmation of supersymmetry would be to determine
that the newly discovered particles are of differing spin from their Standard Model counterparts.
If the spins of newly discovered particles are not determined at the LHC, it will be difficult
to distinguish whether they are in fact superparticles, or other entities, such as Kaluza-Klein
states, for example.
The problem of distinguishing superpartners from Kaluza-Klein states at the LHC has been
given quite some attention recently, in particular within the context of UED [4, 5]. Determining
spins using the lepton charge asymmetry is a promising technique [6], but appears to fail in
the case of a quasi-degenerate spectrum of the sort expected in UED models [4, 7]. Level 2
Kaluza-Klein modes could potentially be discovered at the LHC if they are lighter than about
2 TeV. Such a detection would bolster the case for UED, although a second Kaluza-Klein
photon or Z-boson could also be confused with a Z ′ [4]. Similar challenges would be expected
for distinguishing supersymmetry from Little Higgs scenarios. If superpartners, Little Higgs
partners or Kaluza-Klein modes are light enough to be studied at a future linear collider, the
problem of distinguishing these scenarios will become much easier [8]. Until that time, however,
understanding the findings of the LHC will likely be quite challenging.
Given the challenges involved in distinguishing between the various varieties of new physics
that may be discovered at the LHC, it is important to consider other experimental discrimina-
tors that will likely be available. In particular, supersymmetry, UED and Little Higgs scenarios
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can each provide a stable, weakly-interacting particle, suitable as a dark matter candidate. A
wide range of dark matter experiments have been developed to search for such particles [9].
These efforts include direct dark matter experiments which attempt to observe the elastic scat-
terings of WIMPs with nuclei in a detector, and indirect detection efforts which search for the
products of WIMP annihilations, including neutrinos, gamma-rays and anti-matter.
The signatures in direct and indirect dark matter experiments depend on the particle nature
of the WIMP being studied. In this paper, we focus on three specific particle dark matter
candidates:
• For the case of supersymmetry, we consider the lightest neutralino, χ01, within the context
of the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM). We assume that R-parity is
conserved, and do not introduce any CP-violating phases.
• For the case of UED, we consider the 5-dimensional case, and study the first KK excitation
of the hypercharge gauge boson, B(1) [11, 12]. Although we do not wed ourselves to a
specific KK spectrum, we assume that radiative corrections do not radically alter the
quasi-degenerate spectrum which is generally expected [13]. We also assume that KK-
parity is conserved.
• In Little Higgs theories, we consider the T-parity conserving model of Cheng and Low [10].
For our dark matter candidate, we consider the lightest new heavy neutral gauge boson,
AH .
While each of these scenarios can yield a particle with the features required of a dark
matter candidate (the mass and annihilation cross section needed to generate the observed
relic abundance, for example), their footprints in dark matter experiments may be sufficiently
distinctive to provide substantial discriminating power. In this article, we explore the ability
of direct and indirect dark matter experiments to distinguish a neutralino from a stable Little
Higgs gauge boson or a Kaluza-Klein dark matter state. We find that in many cases, dark
matter observations can effectively differentiate between supersymmetry, Little Higgs and UED
models.
II. DIRECT DETECTION OF NEUTRALINO, KALUZA-KLEIN AND LITTLE
HIGGS DARK MATTER
Direct dark matter detection experiments, such as CDMS [14], ZEPLIN [15], EDELWEISS
[16], CRESST [17], XENON [18] and WARP [19], are designed to detect dark matter parti-
cles through their elastic scattering with nuclei. Although WIMPs scatter with nuclei through
scalar (spin-independent) and axial-vector (spin-dependent) interactions, current direct detec-
tion experiments are far more sensitive to scalar interactions.
The spin-independent WIMP-nuclei elastic scattering cross section is given by:
σSI ≈ 4m
2
Xm
2
T
π(mX +mT )2
[Zfp + (A− Z)fn]2, (1)
where mT is the target nuclei’s mass, and Z and A are the atomic number and atomic mass of
the nucleus. fp and fn are the WIMP’s couplings to protons and neutrons, given by:
fp,n =
∑
q=u,d,s
f
(p,n)
Tq
aq
mp,n
mq
+
2
27
f
(p,n)
TG
∑
q=c,b,t
aq
mp,n
mq
, (2)
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where aq are the WIMP-quark couplings and f
(p)
Tu
≈ 0.020 ± 0.004, f (p)Td ≈ 0.026 ± 0.005,
f
(p)
Ts
≈ 0.118 ± 0.062, f (n)Tu ≈ 0.014 ± 0.003, f
(n)
Td
≈ 0.036 ± 0.008 and f (n)Ts ≈ 0.118 ± 0.062
[20]. The first term in Eq. 2 corresponds to interactions with the quarks in the target nuclei,
whereas the second term corresponds to interactions with the gluons in the target through a
quark/squark loop diagram. f
(p)
TG is given by 1 − f (p)Tu − f
(p)
Td
− f (p)Ts ≈ 0.84, and analogously,
f
(n)
TG ≈ 0.83.
We will now turn to specific particle dark matter candidates, beginning with neutralinos.
The neutralino-quark coupling, resulting from both Higgs and squark exchange diagrams, is
given by [21]:
aSUSYq = −
1
2(m21i −m2χ)
Re [(Xi) (Yi)
∗]− 1
2(m22i −m2χ)
Re [(Wi) (Vi)
∗]
− g2mq
4mWB
[
Re (δ1[g2N12 − g1N11])DC
(
− 1
m2H
+
1
m2h
)
+Re (δ2[g2N12 − g1N11])
(
D2
m2h
+
C2
m2H
)]
, (3)
where
Xi ≡ η∗11
g2mqN
∗
1,5−i
2mWB
− η∗12eig1N∗11,
Yi ≡ η∗11
(yi
2
g1N11 + g2T3iN12
)
+ η∗12
g2mqN1,5−i
2mWB
,
Wi ≡ η∗21
g2mqN
∗
1,5−i
2mWB
− η∗22eig1N∗11,
Vi ≡ η∗22
g2mqN1,5−i
2mWB
+ η∗21
(yi
2
g1N11,+g2T3iN12
)
(4)
where throughout i = 1 for up-type quarks and i = 2 for down type quarks. m1i, m2i denote
elements of the appropriate 2 x 2 squark mass matrix and η is the matrix which diagonalizes
that matrix. yi, T3i and ei denote hypercharge, isospin and electric charge of the quarks. For
scattering off of up-type quarks:
δ1 = N13, δ2 = N14, B = sin β, C = sinα, D = cosα, (5)
whereas for down-type quarks:
δ1 = N14, δ2 = −N13, B = cosβ, C = cosα, D = − sinα. (6)
Here, α is the Higgs mixing angle.
For the case of Kaluza-Klein dark matter, B(1), the coupling is given by [22]:
aUEDq =
mq g
2
1 (Y
2
qR
+ Y 2qL) (m
2
B(1)
+m2
q(1)
)
4mB(1)(m
2
B(1)
−m2
q(1)
)2
+
mq g
2
1
8mB(1) m
2
h
, (7)
corresponding to contributions from KK quark exchange, and Higgs exchange diagrams, re-
spectively. The first term in this expression is only included for the light quarks (q = u, d, s),
while the second term contributes for both light and heavy species.
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Finally, in the Little Higgs case, the coupling is given by [23]:
aLTq =
mq g
2
1 Y˜
2 (m2AH +m
2
Q˜
)
4mAH (m
2
AH
−m2
Q˜
)2
+
mq g
2
1
8mAH m
2
h
. (8)
Although this is similar to the UED case, the Standard Model hypercharge values are replaced
with the hypercharge of the left-handed copy of the Standard Model quarks, Y˜ = 1/10. Ad-
ditionally, the mass splitting between the AH and Q˜ are generally larger than between the
B(1) and q(1) in UED, leading to further suppression. For these reasons, scattering in UED is
generally dominated by KK quark exchange, while in Little Higgs models, the Higgs exchange
contribution is typically larger.
Although the complete expression for the neutralino’s elastic scattering cross section is rather
complicated, there are a few simple limiting cases of particular interest. First, the largest
cross sections are found in the case of large tanβ and light mH , and are the result of H
exchange, coupled to down-type quarks. For a bino or higgsino-like neutralino and cosα ∼ 1,
this contribution is approximately given by [24]:
σχN ∼ g
2
1g
2
2|N11|2|N13|2m4N tan2 β
4πm2W m
4
H
(
fTs +
2
27
fTG
)2
(9)
∼ 4× 10−7pb
( |N11|2
0.9
)( |N13|2
0.1
)(
tan β
50
)2(
300GeV
mH
)4
.
IfH is heavy and/or tan β is small, h exchange can dominate. The contribution from h exchange
is approximately given by:
σχN ∼ g
2
1g
2
2|N11|2|N14|2m4N
4πm2W m
4
h
(
fTu +
4
27
fTG
)2
, (10)
∼ 4× 10−9pb
( |N11|2
0.9
)( |N14|2
0.1
)(
120GeV
mh
)4
.
The contributions from squark exchange diagrams can also be significant, especially if the
squarks are only slightly more heavy than the lightest neutralino. The contribution from
squark exchange diagrams is approximately given by:
σχN ∼ 3g
2
1g
2
2|N11|2|N13|2m4N tan2 β
4πm2W (m
2
q˜ −m2χ)2
(
fTs +
2
27
fTG
)2
(11)
∼ 9× 10−8pb
( |N11|2
0.9
)( |N13|2
0.1
)(
tan β
50
)2(
1TeV
mχ
)4(
0.1
∆
)2
,
where ∆ ≡ (mq˜ −mχ)/mχ.1
1 Although the masses of the squarks and the lightest neutralino are not typically quasi-degenerate in super-
symmetric models, in the models most difficult to distinguish from UED this can be the case.
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In contrast, the cross section for Kaluza-Klein dark matter elastic scattering is approximately
given by:
σB(1)N ≈
g41m
4
N
16πm2
B(1)
[
1
m2h
(
fTs +
6
27
fTG
)
+
1
∆2m2
B(1)
(
289
81
fTu +
25
81
fTs
)]2
, (12)
∼ 1.2× 10−10 pb
(
1TeV
mB(1)
)2 [(
100GeV
mh
)2
+ 0.09
(
1TeV
mB(1)
)2(
0.1
∆
)2]2
,
where ∆ ≡ (mq(1) −mB(1))/mB(1) . Finally, for Little Higgs dark matter:
σAHN ≈
g41m
4
N
16πm2AH
[
1
m2h
(
fTs +
6
27
fTG
)
+
1
∆2m2
B(1)
(
fTs
100
)]2
, (13)
∼ 1.2× 10−10 pb
(
1TeV
mAH
)2 [(
100GeV
mh
)2
+ 0.0011
(
1TeV
mAH
)2(
0.1
∆
)2]2
.
In the Little Higgs case, ∆ ≡ (mQ˜ −mAH )/mAH .
Comparing the expressions for the elastic scattering cross sections in these three scenarios,
we notice a few important features. Firstly, the contribution from Higgs exchange in the UED
and Little Higgs cases can be approximately related to the contribution from light Higgs (h)
exchange in supersymmetry by:
σχN
σB(1)/AH N
∼ 16
9
g22
g21
m2
B(1)/AH
m2W
|N11|2|N14|2 ∼ 80
(
mB(1)/AH
1TeV
)2( |N11|2
0.9
)( |N14|2
0.1
)
. (14)
So, even if heavy Higgs (H) exchange is negligible, we expect a larger cross section in supersym-
metry than in the case of UED or Little Higgs dark matter unless mB(1)/AH is light and/or the
lightest neutralino is a highly pure bino or higgsino. Of course if tan β has a large or moderate
value and mH is not very heavy, then H exchange will dominate over h exchange for neutralino
scattering, leading to an even larger ratio than found in Eq. 14.
We can imagine that this conclusion could be modified in the case of Kaluza-Klein dark
matter if the splittings between the KK quark masses and the LKP mass were very small. If
∆ = 10% and mB(1) = 500 GeV, for example, the contribution to the elastic scattering cross
section from KK exchange becomes comparable to that from Higgs exchange, leading to a
somewhat smaller ratio of approximately σχN/σB(1)N ∼ 10 (|N11|2/0.9)(|N14|2/0.1).
To further study the case of neutralino dark matter, we have performed a scan over the
following supersymmetric parameters: M2, µ, sfermion masses, mA, tan β and the trilinear
couplings. Each of the masses was allowed to be as large as 4 TeV, and tan β as large as
60. The range of neutralino masses and spin-independent elastic scattering cross sections with
nucleons found in this scan are shown as a shaded region in Fig. 1. This region shows the range
of models found which do not violate any direct collider constraints, violate the constraints on
the B → Xsγ branching fraction, and do not overproduce the abundance of neutralino dark
matter, as measured by WMAP [25]. From this scan, we find that the neutralino-nucleon cross
section can vary by more than 10 orders of magnitude. The lower bound to this result is largely
a consequence of the maximum values we have allowed µ and the squark masses to take on
in our parameter scan. Models with larger (and more unnatural) values of µ and/or squark
masses would be expected to have even smaller elastic cross sections than shown in the figure.
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FIG. 1: A comparison of the WIMP-nucleon, spin-independent elastic scattering cross section in
various scenarios. The shaded region represents the range of supersymmetric models found which
satisfy all direct collider constraints, the constraints on the B → Xsγ branching fraction, and do not
overproduce the abundance of neutralino dark matter. The thick solid lines denote the UED case for a
broad range of KK quark and Higgs masses. From top-to-bottom, the curves denotemq(1) = 1.05mB(1)
and the minimum Higgs mass, mq(1) = 1.1mB(1) and the minimum Higgs mass, and mq(1) = 1.3mB(1)
and the maximum Higgs mass, respectively (see text for more details). The dotted lines are for the
case of T-parity conserving Little Higgs models, with mQ˜ = 1.05mAH and mh = 114 GeV (top) and
with heavy Q˜ and mh = 1 TeV (bottom). The thin solid line is the current constraint from the CDMS
experiment [14]. Note that although we have plotted the cross sections over the full range of WIMP
masses, relic abundance considerations limit the LKP mass in UED models to >∼ 500 GeV [11, 26].
In Fig. 1, we also show the spin-independent elastic scattering cross sections of WIMPs in
UED and Little Higgs models. As expected, the results are somewhat different than in the case
of neutralino dark matter. For the case of UED, we have plotted (as thick solid lines) rather
extreme cases. The lowest most curve uses KK quark masses 30% larger than the LKP mass
and a Higgs mass as large as is allowed by electroweak precision data (varying from mh ≈ 900
GeV for mB(1) = 300 GeV to mh ≈ 300 GeV for mB(1) >∼ 1 TeV) [27]. The middle curve was
calculated using KK quark masses 10% larger than the LKP mass and a Higgs mass as low as
is allowed by electroweak precision data (varying from mh ≈ 900 GeV for mB(1) = 300 GeV to
mh = 114 GeV for mB(1) >∼ 800 GeV) [27]. These two curves can be thought of as reasonable
upper and lower limits to the spin-independent elastic scattering cross section of the B(1) with
nucleons. If we imagine that the KK quarks might be even more degenerate with the LKP, then
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the cross section could be somewhat larger. The upper thick solid line again uses the minimum
possible Higgs mass, but only a 5% splitting between the KK quark and LKP masses.
The elastic scattering cross section of AH in T-parity conserving Little Higgs models are
shown as dotted lines in Fig. 1. The upper line is for the case of Q˜ 5% heavier than AH and a
Higgs mass of 114 GeV. The lower line is for the case of a heavy (decoupled) Q˜ and a 1 TeV
Higgs mass.
Considering the range of possible cross sections we have calculated in these models, we see
that in some cases it may be possible to use the rate in a direct dark matter detection experiment
to differentiate supersymmetry from UED or Little Higgs scenarios. In many supersymmetric
models, for example, planned direct dark matter detection experiments will measure an elastic
scattering cross section above the range predicted in UED or Little Higgs models. In particular,
supersymmetric models with large tan β or light mH generally produce direct detection rates
above the range possible in UED or Little Higgs theories. Also, neutralinos with a mixed
gaugino-higgsino composition can often generate very high direct detection rates. On the other
hand, there is a range of cross sections in which these models will not be distinguishable by
direct detection experiments alone. In many of these models, however, combining information
from direct and indirect dark matter experiments can enable one to discriminate between
supersymmetry, UED and Little Higgs theories.
III. NEUTRINOS FROM DARK MATTER ANNIHILATIONS IN THE SUN
WIMPs become captured in the gravitational potential of the Sun at a rate given by [28]:
C⊙ ≈ 3.35×1018 s−1
(
ρlocal
0.3GeV/cm3
)(
270 km/s
v¯local
)3(
σH,SD + 2.6 σH,SI + 0.175 σHe,SI
10−6 pb
)(
1TeV
mX
)2
(15)
where ρlocal is the local dark matter density and v¯local is the local RMS velocity of halo dark
matter particles. σH,SD, σH,SI and σHe,SI are the spin-dependent, WIMP-on-proton (hydrogen),
spin-independent, WIMP-on-proton and spin-independent, WIMP-on-helium elastic scattering
cross sections, respectively. The factors of 2.6 and 0.175 include information on the solar
abundances of elements, dynamical factors and form factor suppression.
The evolution of the number of WIMPs in the Sun, N , is given by:
N˙ = C⊙ − A⊙N2 , (16)
where A⊙ is the annihilation cross section multiplied by the relative WIMP velocity per unit
volume, given by:
A⊙ =
〈σv〉
Veff
. (17)
Here, Veff is the effective volume of the Sun’s core, which is determined by matching the core
temperature to a WIMP’s gravitational potential energy at the core radius. This was found to
be [29]
Veff = 1.8× 1026 cm3
(
1TeV
mX
)3/2
. (18)
This leads to a present annihilation rate of WIMPs in the Sun of:
Γ =
1
2
A⊙N
2 =
1
2
C⊙ tanh
2
(√
C⊙A⊙ t⊙
)
(19)
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where t⊙ ≃ 4.5 billion years is the age of the solar system. If
√
C⊙A⊙t⊙ ≫ 1, then the
annihilation and capture rates have reached equilibrium, maximizing the resulting neutrino
flux. Capture-annihilation equilibrium is reached if the following condition is met:
3.35×
( 〈σv〉
3× 10−26 cm3/s
)1/2 (
σH,SD + 2.6 σH,SI + 0.175 σHe,SI
10−6 pb
)1/2 (
1TeV
mX
)1/4
≫ 1. (20)
WIMP annihilation then proceeds to generate neutrinos either directly or through the cascades
of their annihilation products. The resulting muon neutrino spectrum at Earth is
dNν
dEν
=
C⊙FEq
4πD2ES
(
dNν
dEν
)Inj
. (21)
Here, FEq is the non-equilibrium suppression factor (≈ 1 for capture-annihilation equilibrium),
DES is the Earth-Sun distance, and (
dNν
dEν
)Inj is the neutrino spectrum injected in the Sun per
annihilating WIMP (which depends on the dominant annihilation modes).
A small fraction of these neutrinos interact via charged current in the ice or water near a
neutrino telescope, generating energetic muon tracks at a rate of:
Nevents ≃
∫ ∫
dNνµ
dEνµ
dσν
dy
(Eνµ , y)Rµ((1− y)Eν)Aeff dEνµdy, (22)
where Rµ(Eµ) is the distance a muon travels before falling below the energy threshold of the
detector, called the muon range, and Aeff is the effective area of the detector.
For these neutrinos to be identified, they must overcome the background from atmospheric
neutrinos. Above 100 GeV, this corresponds to roughly 80 background muons in the Sun’s
angular window per square kilometer, per year. Over a decade of observation, a 3σ detection
at an experiment such as IceCube or KM3 would, therefore, require a rate of ∼ 3√80/10 ∼ 8
per square kilometer, per year. To generate such a rate, somewhat large elastic scattering cross
sections are needed, ie. σH,SD+2.6 σH,SI+0.175 σHe,SI >∼ 10−6 pb. Although this condition does
depend on the dominant annihilation modes and the mass of the WIMP, it is generically true
that significantly smaller cross sections do not generate observable rate in planned neutrino
telescopes.
The constraints on a WIMP’s spin-independent elastic scattering cross section from direct
detection experiments is currently near the 10−7–10−6 pb level. If CDMS does not make a pos-
itive detection in the near future, it will become very unlikely that spin-independent scattering
will generate an observable flux of neutrinos from the Sun [30]. Spin-dependent scattering,
however, is far less constrained. We will focus on these interactions, in particular those spin-
dependent couplings that can lead to σH,SD >∼ 10−6 pb.
Neutralinos scatter through axial-vector (spin-dependent) couplings via two classes of dia-
grams: t-channel Z exchange and s-channel squark exchange. The contribution from squark
exchange is unlikely to produce a potentially observable neutrino flux. Z-exchange, however,
leads to a spin-dependent cross section proportional to the square of the difference of the lightest
neutralino’s two higgsino fractions:
σSUSYH,SD =
3g42m
2
p
16πm4W
(|N13|2 − |N14|2)2 (T3u∆pu + T3d∆pd + T3s∆ps)2 (23)
≈ 3.5× 10−6 pb
( |N13|2 − |N14|2
0.01
)2
.
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Here, ∆pu = 0.78 ± 0.02, ∆pd = −0.48 ± 0.02, and ∆ps = −0.15 ± 0.07 are the fraction of spin
carried by each quark species [31]. This can potentially lead to an observable neutrino flux if
(|N13|2 − |N14|2)2 >∼ 0.01 [30].
In the case of UED, spin-dependent scattering naturally dominates over spin-independent,
with the cross section generated via KK quark exchange given by:
σUEDH,SD =
g41m
2
p
8πm2
B(1)
(m
q
(1)
R
−mB(1))2
(
(Y 2uR + Y
2
uL
)∆pu + (Y
2
dR
+ Y 2dL)(∆
p
d +∆
p
s)
)2
(24)
≈ 1.8× 10−6 pb
(
1TeV
mB(1)
)4(
0.1
∆
)2
.
where again, ∆ ≡ (m
q
(1)
R
− mB(1))/mB(1) . Note that for Kaluza-Klein dark matter, the spin-
dependent WIMP-proton cross section is much larger than the spin-independent value (see
Eq. 13). The flux of neutrinos produced in the case of UED is also enhanced by the rela-
tively large fraction of B(1) annihilations which produce τ+τ− (20–25%) and νν¯ (1–2%) [32].
Neutralinos, in contrast, annihilate largely to heavy quarks and gauge or Higgs bosons.
In the Little Higgs case, the spin-dependent cross section is again similar to the UED case,
but with suppression due to the smaller hypercharge of the quark copies:
σLHH,SD =
g41m
2
p Y˜
4
8πm2AH (mQ˜ −mAH )2
(∆pu +∆
p
d +∆
p
s)
2
(25)
≈ 5.0× 10−11 pb
(
1TeV
mAH
)4(
0.1
∆
)2
.
Here, ∆ ≡ (mQ˜ − mAH )/mAH . Even for a light AH in the coannihilation region, this cross
section is quite small, making rates in planned neutrino telescopes undetectably small.
In Fig. 2, we plot the rates in a kilometer-scale neutrino telescope, such as IceCube [33] or
KM3 [34], from annihilating dark matter in the Sun. From this figure, it is clear that the rate
predicted in UED is roughly the largest possible rate from supersymmetry.
If neutrinos from dark matter annihilations in the Sun were observed, they could certainly
be used to rule out the T-parity Little Higgs model we have considered [35] (unless perhaps
if AH is quite light and quasi degenerate with Q˜). On the other hand, the lack of a signal
from a WIMP lighter than ∼600 GeV (the mass having been determined at the LHC, or in
direct detection experiments) could be used to disfavor UED. If a rate consistent with UED
were observed, it would be difficult to distinguish from a neutralino with a sizable higgsino
component using neutrino telescopes alone.
IV. POSITRONS FROM DARK MATTER ANNIHILATIONS IN THE LOCAL
HALO
WIMP annihilations in the galactic halo generate, among other annihilation products,
charged anti-matter particles: positrons, anti-protons and anti-deuterons. These particles travel
through the magnetic fields of our galaxy, diffusing and losing energy, resulting in a diffuse spec-
trum at Earth. By studying the cosmic anti-matter spectra, satellite-based experiments such as
PAMELA [36] and AMS-02 [37] may be able to identify signatures of dark matter. PAMELA
began its three-year mission in June of 2006.
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FIG. 2: A comparison of the rates in neutrino telescopes induced by neutrino produced in dark matter
annihilations in the Sun. Again, the shaded region represents the range of supersymmetric models
which satisfy all direct collider constraints, the constraints from B → Xsγ, and do not overproduce
the abundance of neutralino dark matter. All supersymmetric points shown are also below the current
bounds by CDMS [14]. The thick solid lines denote the UED case for a broad range of KK quark
masses (mq(1) = 1.05mB(1) , mq(1) = 1.1mB(1) and mq(1) = 1.3mB(1) from top-to-bottom). The dotted
line represents the case of T-parity conserving Little Higgs models, withmQ˜ = 1.05mAH andmh = 114
GeV. Again note that although we have plotted the cross sections over the full range of WIMP masses,
relic abundance considerations limit the LKP mass in UED models to >∼ 500 GeV [11, 26].
In this section, we will focus on positrons (as opposed to anti-protons or anti-deuterons) for
several reasons. Firstly, positrons lose the majority of their energy over typical length scales
of a few kiloparsecs or less [38]. The cosmic positron spectrum, therefore, samples only the
local dark matter distribution and is thus subject to considerably less uncertainty than the
other anti-matter species. Secondly, as we will see below, Kaluza-Klein dark matter annihilates
via modes that produce a very distinctive positron spectrum [12, 39]. Thirdly, the prospects
for studying dark matter with positrons are encouraged by tantalizing, yet ambiguous, hints
present in the data from the HEAT experiment [40], and to some extent the data from AMS-01
[41].
The spectral shape of the cosmic positron spectrum generated in dark matter annihilation
depends on the leading annihilation modes of the WIMP in the low velocity limit. Bino-like
neutralinos typically annihilate to heavy fermion pairs: bb¯ with a small τ+τ− admixture, along
with a fraction to tt¯ if mχ >∼ mt. Wino or higgsino-like neutralinos annihilate most efficiently
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to combinations of Higgs and gauge bosons.
In UED, Kaluza-Klein dark matter particles annihilate about 60% of the time to charged
lepton pairs, an equal fraction to each of the three families. These directly produced positrons,
along with those produced in the decay µ+ → e+νeν¯µ generate a much harder positron spectrum
than is expected from neutralinos [39].
In T-parity conserving Little Higgs scenarios, AH annihilates largely to W
+W− and ZZ,
with a small (<∼ 5%) admixture to tt¯ [23]. Such a particle would be difficult to distinguish from
a wino or higgsino-like neutralino from the resulting positron spectrum [42].
Once positrons are injected into the local halo through dark matter annihilations, they
propagate under the influence of galactic magnetic fields, gradually losing energy through syn-
chrotron emission and inverse Compton scattering with starlight and the cosmic microwave
background. We can calculate the spectrum that will be observed at Earth by solving the
diffusion-loss equation [43]:
∂
∂t
dne+
dEe+
= ~▽ ·
[
K(Ee+ , ~x)~▽ dne
+
dEe+
]
+
∂
∂Ee+
[
b(Ee+ , ~x)
dne+
dEe+
]
+Q(Ee+ , ~x), (26)
where dne+/dEe+ is the number density of positrons per unit energy, K(Ee+ , ~x) is the diffusion
constant, b(Ee+ , ~x) is the rate of energy loss and Q(Ee+ , ~x) is the source term, which contains
all of the information about the dark matter annihilation modes, cross section and distribution.
To solve Eq. 26, a set of boundary conditions must also be adopted. In this application, the
boundary condition is described as the distance away from the galactic plane at which the
positrons can freely escape, L. These diffusion parameters can be constrained by studying the
spectra of various species of cosmic ray nuclei, most importantly the boron-to-carbon ratio [44].
In Fig. 3, we compare the ratio of positrons to positrons plus electrons in the cosmic ray
spectrum, as a function of energy, for different choices of dark matter masses and annihilation
modes. We find that the flux of positrons at high energies varies a great deal depending on
which type of dark matter particle is considered. To estimate the ability of future cosmic ray
measurements to differentiate between the spectra, we have also plotted the error bars projected
for the experiments PAMELA and AMS-02 for the case of UED (as found in Ref. [45]). This
clearly demonstrate the ability of these experiments to distinguish Kaluza-Klein dark matter
from supersymmetric or Little Higgs models.
Of course, in order for cosmic positron measurements to distinguish between various dark
matter candidate, or for that matter to detect dark matter at all, the local dark matter annihi-
lation rate must be sufficiently large. This rate depends on both the annihilation cross section
of the WIMP and the degree of local inhomogeneities in the dark matter distribution.
For the simple case of a WIMP annihilating through s-wave contributions (σv ≈ constant),
without significant coannihilations or resonance effects, a cross section of σv ≈ 3×10−26 cm3/s
is required to thermally produce the observed dark matter abundance. If terms proportional
to v2 are substantial in the annihilation cross section at the temperature of freeze-out, then
the low velocity annihilation cross section will have to compensate by being reduced, and the
annihilation rate in the local halo will be corresponding suppressed.
Fluctuations in the local dark matter density can lead to enhancements in the local anni-
hilation rate, known as the “boost factor”. It is expected that this quantity could be as large
as 5 to 10. In order for dark matter annihilations to generate the positron flux observed by
HEAT, however, very large boost factors (∼ 50 − 100) are required, or an annihilation cross
section well beyond that expected for a thermally produced dark matter relic. If the positron
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FIG. 3: The ratio of positrons to positrons+electrons as a function of energy, after diffusion through
the galactic halo, for 300 GeV (left) and 600 GeV (right) WIMPs annihilating to bb¯ (dashes) to
gauge bosons (dot-dash) and to the modes of Kaluza-Klein (UED) dark matter (dots), which are
primarily charged leptons. For each case, we have used the following diffusion parameters: K(Ee+) =
3.3 × 1028E0.47e+ cm2/s, b(Ee+) = 10−16E2e+ s−1 and L = 4 kpc. To normalize the annihilation rate, in
each case we have used a boost factor times annihilation cross section of 30× (3× 10−26) cm3/s. The
solid line is the astrophysical component from the secondary production of cosmic ray positrons [46].
The error bars shown as those projected for the PAMELA (red, larger) and AMS-02 (blue, smaller)
experiments, in the case of Kaluza-Klein (UED) dark matter with mB(1) = 300 GeV (left), and
600 GeV (right). It is clear that experiments such as these may be able to distinguish UED from
supersymmetric or Little Higgs dark matter if the local annihilation rate is sufficiently large.
flux observed by HEAT is the result of annihilating dark matter, the spectrum will be precisely
measured by PAMELA and AMS-02. If it is not, then the detection of positrons from dark
matter annihilations is still possible, but is not guaranteed. The prospects depend strongly
on the nature of the WIMP and its distribution. For further discussion on the prospects of
PAMELA and AMS-02 to observe positrons from dark matter annihilations, see Ref. [45].
In both the UED and Little Higgs cases, the prospects for dark matter detection with
positrons is enhanced by the fact that s-wave annihilation terms dominate the freeze-out process
(σv ≈ constant). This means that the entire annihilation cross section of the WIMP at freeze-
out will also be present in the low velocity limit, leading to σv ∼ 3 × 10−26 cm3/s in most
cases, in the absence of coannihilations. This can also be the case for neutralinos, although
this depends on which annihilation channels dominate. Annihilation diagrams through CP-odd
Higgs exchange, for example, generate s-wave contributions, while processes such as annihilation
through sfermion exchange can lead to σv ∝ v2.
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V. GAMMA-RAYS FROM DARK MATTER ANNIHILATIONS
Dark matter annihilations in high density regions could potentially result in an observable
flux of gamma-rays. The galactic center [47] and satellite dwarf galaxies of the Milky Way
[48, 49] are often considered to be the most promising sites for the detection of such gamma-
rays. Satellite-based (GLAST [50]) and ground-based (HESS [51], MAGIC [52], and VERITAS
[53]) experiments have been designed to search for such a signal.
The differential flux of gamma-rays produced by dark matter annihilation can be written as,
dΦγ
dEγ
=
〈σv〉
2
1
4πm2X
dNγ
dEγ
∫
los
ρ2(l)dl, (27)
where mX is dark matter mass, 〈σv〉 is thermally averaged dark matter self-annihilation cross
section, ρ is the density of dark matter, and the integral is performed over the line-of-sight.
The quantity dNγ/dEγ is the spectrum of gamma-rays produced per annihilation. This
spectrum is the result of cascade decays of the dark matter annihilation products, final state
radiation [54, 55], and line emission (γγ, γZ or γh final states) [56].
We focus first on the processes producing gamma-rays produced as secondary products.
In dark matter annihilation channels to heavy fermions, gauge or Higgs bosons, the resulting
gamma-ray spectrum is quite similar. The exception to this is the somewhat harder spec-
trum generated through annihilations to τ+τ−. Neutralinos generally annihilate through τ+τ−
channel only a few percent of the time or less, however. Regardless of the supersymmetric
parameters used, the continuum gamma-ray emission from neutralino dark matter annihilation
will be indistinguishable from the spectrum from heavy quarks or gauge/Higgs bosons [57].
Similarly, Little Higgs dark matter annihilate predominantly into W and Z pairs [23], and thus
cannot be distinguished from neutralinos from the gamma-ray spectrum.
Kaluza-Klein dark matter, in contrast, annihilates dominantly to charged leptons pairs
(20%–25% to each generation). This leads to a harder gamma-ray spectrum than from su-
persymmetric or Little Higgs dark matter due to the role of tau decays, and final state radi-
ation. These three contributions to the gamma-ray spectrum from Kaluza-Klein dark matter
annihilations are compared in Fig. 4. If the gamma-ray spectrum were to be measured with
sufficient precision, Kaluza-Klein dark matter could be distinguished from supersymmetric or
Little Higgs dark matter.2
The ability of future experiments to measure the gamma-ray spectrum from dark matter
annihilations depends critically on the density of dark matter in regions such as the center of
our galaxy, or in dwarf spheroidal galaxies. N-body simulations suggest that dense cusps should
be present in such objects, although observations allow for a wide range of possible densities.
Baryonic effects, in particular, may lead to the destruction of a dark matter cusp in the center
of our galaxy. On the other hand, the effects of adiabatic compression [59] or the adiabatic
accretion of dark matter onto the center supermassive black hole [60] could lead to extremely
high densities in the inner galaxy.
For the case of the center of our galaxy, we consider two possible dark matter distributions,
known as the Navarro-Frenk-White (NFW) [61] and Moore et al. profiles [62]. The NFW
2 Synchotron emission, if observed, could also act as a possible discriminant between KKDM and other dark
matter candidates [58].
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FIG. 4: The gamma-ray spectrum produced through the annihilations of Kaluza-Klein dark matter
(using mB(1) = 500 GeV). The dashed line represents the spectrum produced by the fragmentation of
quarks and subsequent pion decay. The sum of quark fragmentation and the semi-hadronic τ decay
contributions is plotted as a dot-dashed line. These contributions combined with final state radiation
are shown as a dotted line.
profile features a ρ(r) ∝ r−1 cusp (where r is the distance to the galactic center) while what
we refer to as the Moore et al. profile features a ρ(r) ∝ r−1.4 behavior.
In Fig. 5 we show the spectrum of gamma-rays from dark matter annihilations in the galactic
center for an NFW (left) and a Moore et al. (right) profile. In each frame, we have used
σv = 3× 1026 cm3/s and a dark matter mass of 500 GeV. The error bars shown correspond to
the projections for the GLAST satellite.
It would appear from Fig. 5 that discriminating between supersymmetric or Little Higgs dark
matter and Kaluza-Klein dark matter with GLAST should be possible, even in the case of an
NFW halo profile. We have not yet, however, considered the effect of the known astrophysical
TeV gamma-ray source located at the galactic center [51, 52]. Once this is taken into account,
an NFW profile will lead to a positive detection of dark matter by GLAST only for a particle
with a mass below ∼ 100 GeV [63]. If a more dense profile (such as Moore et al.) is considered,
however, this background could potentially be overcome.
Given the challenges involved with observing dark matter in the galactic center, we will also
consider the possibility of detecting gamma-rays from dark matter annihilations in a class of
companion galaxies of the Milky Way, called dwarf spheroidals [48, 49]. Dwarf spheroidal galax-
ies are highly dark matter dominated, and are not expected to produce significant backgrounds
in their inner regions. Draco is one of the closest and most massive dwarf galaxies, and even
though it is not expected to be the brightest gamma-ray source among them, its dark matter
density profile is the most tightly constrained by observations, which makes it an interesting
candidate for gamma-ray detection.
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FIG. 5: The gamma-ray spectrum from dark matter annihilations in the galactic center region, as-
suming NFW (left) and Moore et al. (right) halo profiles. The solid line represents the spectrum
for annihilations to gauge bosons (neutralinos or Little Higgs dark matter) while the dotted line is
the spectrum from Kaluza-Klein dark matter. The error bars are those projected for the GLAST
experiment. A 500 GeV WIMP with an annihilation cross section of σv = 3× 10−26 cm3/s has been
used.
The flux of gamma-rays from dark matter annihilations in Draco was estimated in Ref. [48]
to be
ΦDraco ≈ 2.4× 10−10 to 3.5× 10−13
(
100GeV
mX
)2( 〈σv〉
3× 10−26cm3s−1
)(
Nγ
10
)
cm−2s−1, (28)
where Nγ is number of photons per annihilation emitted in the energy range of a given ex-
periment. The range of fluxes shown here reflects the range of halo profiles consistent with
observations.
In the left frame of Fig. 6, we plot the gamma-ray spectrum from dark matter annihilation
using the maximal flux shown in Eq. 28. A 500 GeV mass and an annihilation cross section
of 3 × 10−26 cm3/s were used. This flux would lead to a marginal detection by GLAST, but
would not provide the level of precision needed to distinguish between supersymmetric, Little
Higgs or Kaluza-Klein dark matter.
Although Draco is the dwarf spheroidal which has its halo profile most tightly constrained
by observations, is not necessarily the brightest in dark matter annihilation radiation, and
there exist many other dwarfs in the Milky Way which could generate observable fluxes of
gamma-rays. In the right frame of Fig. 6, we speculate that the total flux of gamma-rays from
all dwarfs is ten times larger than that shown for Draco alone in the left frame. In this case,
supersymmetric/Little Higgs dark matter could be distinguished from UED by GLAST.
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FIG. 6: The gamma-ray spectrum from dark matter annihilations in the dwarf spheroidal galaxy
Draco (assuming the maximal flux from Eq. 28) is shown in the left frame. In the right frame, we
plot a flux ten times larger, speculating that the sum of all dwarf galaxies could generate such a flux.
The solid line represents the spectrum for annihilations to gauge bosons (neutralinos or Little Higgs
dark matter) while the dotted line is the spectrum from Kaluza-Klein dark matter. The error bars
are those projected for the GLAST experiment. A 500 GeV WIMP with an annihilation cross section
of σv = 3× 10−26 cm3/s has been used.
VI. UED-LIKE SUPERSYMMETRIC MODELS
In this section, we consider a series of sample supersymmetric models which could be difficult
to distinguish from UED at the LHC. It is in this subset of models that the discriminating power
of dark matter experiments is the most interesting and potentially useful.
To begin, we consider a number of supersymmetric models which possess, in some respects,
the features expected in UED. In table I, we describe a sample of such models. Models 1a-1c
resemble a UED model with R−1 ≈ 550 GeV and ΛR ≈ 20 (leading to a KK quark-LKP mass
splitting of approximately 20%). Models 2a-2c resemble UED with R−1 ≈ 800 GeV and a
KK quark-LKP mass splitting of approximately 30%. In the table, we give the values of the
input parameters M1, M3, µ, tan β, mf˜ and mA. We have set M2 = 2M1 and set the trilinear
coupling At to minimize the stop mass splitting. Although these models do not contain particle
spectra identical to those predicted by UED, there are enough similarities to potentially be
indistinguishable at the LHC.
Also shown in the table are the mass, thermal relic abundance and gaugino fraction (fg) of
the lightest neutralino. In each case, the composition (through the parameter µ) was chosen
to yield a relic abundance similar to the measured abundance of dark matter. Finally, for
each UED-like supersymmetric model, we show the spin-independent elastic scattering cross
section (as is relevant to direct detection experiments) and the rate in a kilometer-scale neutrino
telescope, such as IceCube, per year. For each of the supersymmetric models, we find elastic
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Model M1 M3 µ tan β mf˜ mA mχ Ωχ0h
2 fg σSI Rν
1a 570. 700. 580. 10. 650. 1500. 540. 0.097 50% 3.9× 10−8 pb 69.
1b 570. 700. 580. 10. 650. 700. 540. 0.082 50% 4.9× 10−8 pb 67.
1c 550. 700. 700. 30. 650. 700. 547. 0.076 95% 1.4× 10−8 pb 8.1
2a 830. 1100. 840. 10. 1050. 1500. 802. 0.106 50% 2.8× 10−8 pb 15.
2b 830. 1100. 840. 10. 1050. 700. 802. 0.136 50% 3.6× 10−8 pb 27.
2c 830. 1100. 840. 30. 1050. 700. 804. 0.117 50% 5.6× 10−8 pb 37.
TABLE I: A sample of supersymmetric models which would be difficult to distinguish from UED at
the LHC. In each model, M2 = 2M1 and At = Ab = µ/ tan β. All masses are in GeV. The neutrino
rate, Rν , is given in events per year per square kilometer effective area. By combining the rates in
direct detection experiments and neutrino telescopes, each of these models can be distinguished from
UED.
scattering cross sections of a few times 10−8 pb. This is the case for two reasons. Firstly,
the squark masses and neutralino mass are quasi-degenerate, leading to substantial squark
exchange contributions to the elastic scattering cross section (see Eq. 12). Secondly, for such
heavy neutralinos to generate the observed relic abundance, they must possess a sizable higgsino
component. Together, these features lead to elastic scattering cross sections approximately in
the range shown in table I.
For such a large cross section to be found in UED models, the KK quarks would have to be
only a few percent heavier than the LKP (see Fig. 1). Such a small mass splitting in UED would
also lead to thousands of events being generated each year in IceCube. As our supersymmetric
models each predict far fewer neutrino events, we conclude that the combination of direct
detection experiments and neutrino telescope can distinguish between supersymmetry and UED
in each of these scenarios.
In Fig. 7, we have plotted the results of our earlier supersymmetric parameter scan, compar-
ing the elastic scattering cross section to the rate in neutrino telescopes. Each supersymmetric
model shown contains a lightest neutralino with a mass in the range of 450-550 GeV. When
the area of this plane occupied by supersymmetric models is compared to the results for a
500 GeV Kaluza-Klein dark matter particle (shown as solid lines), it is clear that the combi-
nation of direct detection and neutrino experiments can be a powerful discriminator between
supersymmetry and UED.
VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have explored ways in which direct and indirect dark matter experiments
could be used to distinguish between supersymmetry, Universal Extra Dimensions (UED) and
Little Higgs models. To summarize, we find that:
• Spectral features in the cosmic positron spectrum could be used to distinguish UED
from supersymmetry or Little Higgs models. This is because Kaluza-Klein dark matter
particles, unlike neutralinos or Little Higgs dark matter, annihilate efficiently to light
fermions including e+e−, µ+µ− and τ+τ−, leading to a very hard positron spectrum
compared to dark matter annihilations to heavy quarks or gauge bosons. The usefulness
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FIG. 7: A comparison of the neutrino and direct detection rates for neutralinos and Kaluza-Klein
dark matter. Again, the shaded region represents the range of supersymmetric models which satisfy
all direct collider constraints, the constraints from B → Xsγ, and do not overproduce the abundance
of neutralino dark matter. All supersymmetric points shown are also below the current bounds by
CDMS [14]. Furthermore, in this figure, only models with neutralino masses in the range of 450-550
GeV are shown. The thick solid lines denote the UED case with mB(1) = 500 GeV, and varied across a
broad range of KK quark masses (mq(1) = 1.05mB(1) to 1.3mB(1)). The two UED contours represent
the maximum and minimum Higgs masses consistent with electroweak precision observables.
of this channel will depend critically on the unknown dark matter annihilation rates in
the Galactic Center and in dwarf spheriodal galaxies.
• In UED, dark matter annihilations to τ+τ− lead to a harder gamma-ray spectrum than
is found in the case of supersymmetry or Little Higgs. Furthermore, the contribution
from final state radiation makes the spectrum from Kaluza-Klein dark matter even more
substantial at high energies. The usefulness of this channel will depend critically on the
unknown local dark matter annihilation rate.
• The neutralino-nucleon elastic scattering cross sections can, for some parameters, be
larger than is found in either UED or Little Higgs models. If such a large cross section is
observed, it would strongly disfavor UED and Little Higgs scenarios. On the other hand,
if a smaller cross section is measured in future direct detection experiments, it could not
easily be used to distinguish between these scenarios (see Fig. 1).
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• The flux of neutrinos from dark matter annihilations in the Sun is very large in the case
of UED. Dark matter in Little Higgs theories, in contrast, produces a very small neutrino
flux from the Sun. The neutrino flux from supersymmetric dark matter can vary over
this entire range of possibilities (see Fig. 2).
• By combining information from direct detection and neutrino experiments, it may be
possible to achieve further discriminating power. In particular, Kaluza-Klein dark matter
results in larger neutrino-to-direct rates than is found for neutralino dark matter.
The ability of dark matter experiments to detect and study dark matter will depend strongly
on a number of unknown inputs of both particle and astrophysical natures. In particular,
the prospects for studying dark matter with gamma-ray and positron telescopes will depend
critically on the distribution of dark matter in our galaxy.
Although the LHC will almost certainly reveal much to us about the nature of the TeV-
scale, it will also almost certainly not tell us everything we would like to know. Dark matter
experiments can provide a set of information which is highly complementary to that provided
by colliders. In many cases, it may be possible for dark matter experiments to break degenercies
between different models which are indistinguishable at the LHC.
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